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Testimonials
We examine forensic evidence for many Solicitors, but in case you have not
worked with us before, the following are quotes taken from some of the many
emails/letters received from our Clients:


“We are most grateful for your prompt response and high level of professionalism
that you always show in relation to instructions sent to you by this firm .”



“I am happy to inform you that the Prosecution offered no evidence in this case in light of
the work that BioMark produced. Thank you again for your assistance in this matter and
for your expert’s speedy turnaround.”



“I wanted to thank you very much for all the assistance you have provided over the
last couple of weeks. The ability to speak with your Expert was especially valuable
and much appreciated. I have been much impressed by your helpfulness, knowledge
and proactive approach and should a similar case come my way in future I won ’t
hesitate to engage the services of your Company.”



“Counsel asked that I pass on to you, that in his experience your report is one of the
most thorough and well laid out he has seen in a long time. Once again thank you for
your report.”



“Mr. ***** was acquitted yesterday of both charges and is now a free man again. Thank
you very much for your assistance at such short notice. The reports were incorporated
into admissions that went to the jury and I am sure played a large part in securing the
acquittal. I hope to work with you both again in the future.”



“Your report was very helpful to me. It assisted greatly in understanding the continuity and
lack of evidence showing continuity. It allowed me to raise numerous issues with the
Crown and then draw up admissions in relation to the fingerprints. The Prosecutor said he
could not object to the admissions as he believes they went to the core of the case and
highlighted the deficiencies in the Crown’s case. The up-shot was the Crown offered no
evidence. Thanks for your report. I dare say I shall be in touch in the future.”



“You were kind enough to prepare a report and subsequently give evidence on this
matter. After a short deliberation the jury found Mr. ***** Not Guilty on all charges.
On behalf of both ourselves and our client we would like to thank you for your
valuable input in those proceedings.”



“Future cases? You bet. I am very happy with the way you have thrown your help in my
direction so quickly. It is appreciated. And will not be forgotten.”



“The case was thrown out today!! Please thank your Expert for all of her help. The Judge
was persuaded by the case law she had forwarded to us.”



“Thank you very much for your hard work and for turning around the report in such a
short space of time. I am pleased to confirm that the case against our client was
dismissed. We served your report on the Crown who I am sure felt their case
weakened considerably from that point.”
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“After hearing all of the evidence the jury retired and found ***** Not Guilty on both
counts. We would like to thank you for your attention in this matter, for the
preparation into court and your attendance to give evidence on our client’s behalf.”



“The barrister has now read the report and is very impressed with the quality of it.”



“Mr. ***** has just been found not guilty. Please thank your Expert for all her hard work.”



You are a superstar - ***** was acquitted!”



“Thank you for your efforts in preparing the report. I am most impressed with the structure
and thorough detail presented within and have no doubt that I will be requiring your
services in the future. Once again, your assistance is very much appreciated.”



“Thank you so much for all your help and please pass on my thanks to your expert for his
speedy report!”



“The Crown Prosecution Service has reviewed your report and has now taken the
sensible decision to discontinue these proceedings. Thank you for your assistance and
your very helpful report.”



“Thank you very much for the hard work you put into this and your very full report.”



“Very pleased with the report. Very efficient and the report is easy to understand. Your
expert’s quality of work is always of a high standard and always complies with the
deadlines.”



“Mr. ***** was acquitted! Thank you for your help.”



“Thank you very much for your report and discussing the case with me. I am pleased to
confirm the Crown’s witness agreed. ***** was found not guilty.”



“Thank you for your assistance with this matter, in fact the client was quite happy with
your report in that it assisted him greatly in making a decision.”



“The Crown yesterday offered no evidence against the Defendant and a Not Guilty verdict
recorded. Many thanks for your assistance in this matter.”



“Would you please thank your expert for her detailed and timely report. I appreciate the
effort to get it completed in time for the trial date.”



“Just to let you know we had the verdict yesterday and are delighted to be able to confirm
that Mr. ***** was found not guilty. We should be grateful if you could pass on our
appreciation to your experts.”



“You may be interested to know that Mr. ***** was acquitted! Thank you for your help.”



“Please let your Expert know that the report is very detailed and fantastic.”
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“May we thank you for your assistance and we can now confirm that the matter has
been discontinued against Mr. *****.”



Just to let you know that the Judge directed the Jury to return a not guilty verdict so a
very happy client. Thank you for your work on this case.”



“The case against our client has been discontinued by the CPS. Thanks to both of you for
your help in this matter.”



“Thank you. Please tell your expert she did an excellent job.”



“The CPS discontinued the case after seeing you report.”



“Thank you for your help in this matter, your report has been extremely useful in the trial
preparation.”



“The case against our client has now been dismissed. I would like to thank you for your
assistance in this matter.”



“We would like to express our gratitude to you for turning this enquiry around so
quickly.”



“Clearly the CPS took the view that there will be little point progressing the matter any
further. I am of course extremely grateful for the work you have done and the efforts you
have made.”



“Thank you very much for all your work. We have been extremely grateful for all your
efforts.”



“We would like to thank you for all your kind assistance in this matter. We look forward to
working with you in future.”
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